Thinks Lion Is Dandy

Four-year-old Bruce Dean stopped to pet a soft lion at F. J. Millhollan’s, 229 N. Woodward. The “Dandy Lion” admired by Bruce, of 787 Vineyard, Birmingham, is priced at $1.96.

Little Girls Love Those Tiny Dolls

Dolls, especially miniature dolls, are going to capture the hearts of the Birmingham area’s little girls this Christmas.

The lovely, little dolls all are fashionably clothed. Some have more than one costume and each costume is complete with all the accessories—from hats to high heels.

Of special interest are the ballet and miniature lady sets.

Leaders in the doll industry say the trend towards better doll making has raised the standards of miniature costume and fashion. Manufacturers feel this will help girls get more aware of proper grooming and tasteful dress.

AVAILABILITY FOR the dolls are all varieties of accessories, each carefully made. The costumes range from simple white dresses to elegant gowns. When the manufacturers feel this will help little girls get more aware of the proper care and dressing.

Blocks Build Anything

These giant blocks make anything that children’s imaginations can dream up. The-Fun Jumbo-Blox, designed by A. H. Stone, 1164 Grant, makes this imitation piano for the youth with little trouble at all. Desks, pianos and little houses are only a few of the items that can be constructed with the blocks.

Push-Pull Toys for Toddlers

Push and pull toys, trucks and care buggies to ride on and animals on wheels are the toys recommended for the two to four-year-olds.

Wagons, wheelbarrows and small doll carriages are also favorites along with swings and see-saws.

Building blocks of varied sizes, colors, cubes, castles, bridges, playboards and puzzle sets help the child with the development of his imagination. Play provides for the desires to pant and pull, and develop muscles, so to make things. Sound toys of all kinds are popular.

Dolls, doll accessories, too pricey for some, and the contents of cooking and housekeeping equipment are of absorbing interest. Tin dogs and animals and small miniature sets are welcome companions.

Crayons and chalk which can be used in large soft areas and simple puzzles with only a few pieces are the toys of the early years. Building blocks of plastic and folding toys of the softer years. Building blocks of plastic and folding toys are popular. Animals and other inflated toys are enjoyed. Dressing animals and clothing them are highly desirable. Little animals, trains, planes, autos and trucks are favorites.

TOYLAND

Save on all TOYS Here

Use OUR CONVENIENT LAY-AWAY PLAN

TRICYCLES

13 to 16 inch

$1.99 and up

BICYCLES

"American Made"

Boys and Girls

20 in., 24 in. & 26 in.

$2.99 and up

Murray RIDE-IN

CARS

$12.00

WONDER HORSE

$14.90, and $21.90

BABY CARRIAGES

$2.99 and up

TABLE and CHAIR SETS

$7.90

DISH SETS

from 85c

VISIT BOTH OUR STORES REGULARLY — USE OUR LAY-AWAY PLAN

CONSUMERS HOUSE of MERCHANDISE

240 S. Woodward

Ph. MI 6-1343

CONSUMERS GUILD

1116 S. Washington — Royal Oak

Store Hours Till Christmas

Both Stores — Mon. through Fri.

Open 9:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.

SATURDAYS TO 6:00 p.m.

EDUCATIONAL TOYS

MODEL KITS

85c and up

MATTEL TOYS — IDEAL TOYS

GILBERT TOYS

Chemistry, Erector, Microscope

and Tool Chest Sets

GAMES

85c and up

BOWLING SETS

$149 and $3.99

DOLLS

Many from Which to Choose

$1.99

DOLL HOUSES

from 5c

VISIT BOTH OUR STORES REGULARLY — USE OUR LAY-AWAY PLAN